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1. School Profile 

Mount Waverley North Primary School holds an important place in the local community in Syndal and 
Mount Waverley and was formed in 1994 as an entity upon the amalgamation of two primary schools.  
Current enrolment is around 240 students in 12 classes and the school hosts a number of Overseas Fee 
Paying students.  

 

The school is proud of its co-operative, vibrant Learning Community.  The Parent Community is a highly 
supportive and valued resource for the school, its staff and its students.  We encourage students to partake 
of water and healthy food between recess and lunch sessions and have introduced Tribes in 2009, which is 
a program that supports our philosophies in Student Welfare and Student Learning.  Student and staff have 
access to an extensive network of Information and Communication Technologies.  

 

Under the Building Education Revolution funding we have refurbished our learning areas to create a 
modern and flexible learning environment for our students.  We have had two teams of teachers undertake 
Teacher Professional Leave investigating the use of flexible learning spaces, implementation of 
Developmental Play and restructuring the learning experiences of our students to increase student 
engagement and student learning outcomes.  Our learning programs have been designed to take the 
needs as expectations of the 21st Century learner into account. 

 

2. School Values, Philosophy and Vision and Whole School Prevention Statement 

Mount Waverley North Primary School strives to prepare its students to thrive in tomorrow's world as 
effective global citizens.  We offer a challenging, meaningful and authentic curriculum in an environment of 
care, collaboration, enterprise and mutual respect.   We follow a Constructivist approach to learning and 
teaching.  

 

To achieve this:  

- An Inquiry or problem based approach is taken to plan learning tasks.  Students are given the opportunity 
to design and negotiate learning experiences around their interests; 

- Learning is facilitated to provide opportunities for students to actively construct and deepen 
understandings and to develop a lifelong love of learning, higher level thinking skills and social 
competencies;  

- Students are encouraged to develop a sense of physical and mental balance, personal well being and a 
positive relationship with themselves and others, whilst demonstrating a sense of individual and group 
responsibility; 

- Open communication with effective interpersonal skills and appropriate teamwork will characterise, and 
promote, partnerships between all members of the school community;  

- Principled leadership will endeavour to embed within the school a culture of continuous improvement, and 
to systematically and strategically address all factors that impact upon student learning. 

In addition to our core curriculum, students experience the following extra curricula activities:  

- A comprehensive arts program, in which children experience both visual and performance arts and are 
able to experience authentic exhibition opportunities through the school concert or art show, and presenting 
at school assemblies;  

- Health and Wellbeing programs which include: Play is the Way, Tribes, Chaplaincy, swimming, 
interschool sport and camps, The Life Education program and Family Life;  

- Student Leadership is fostered through Junior School Council and roles of responsibility. Students are 
encouraged to be active members of their local and school community and may experience leadership as a 
year 6 captain, junior school council member, or through their actions as learners; 
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- Programs are provided that cater for students with special needs e.g. Gateways, speech support, ESL 
support, literacy support and Kids Hope;  

- We provide a comprehensive incursion and excursion program, related to topics of study, which provide 
extensive real life experiences to enhance and deepen student knowledge of the world;  

- A range of ICT tools are provided to support students learning.  

 

We have worked with Michael Ymer developing skill in teaching mathematics and developing open ended, 
relevant and engaging tasks.  Our Middle and Senior staff have been working on a program with Mount 
Waverley Primary School, Mount Waverley Secondary College and ACU developing a writing program that 
provides the students with a strong knowledge of the structure of writing, including grammar.  

Mount Waverley North Primary School has a Chaplain who attends our school two days a week, providing 
support to our students, parents and staff.  

The parents are highly committed to the school and work tirelessly to support the curriculum and raise 
money to add to the already substantial resources.  

Most graduates of the school go on to Mount Waverley Secondary College. 

 

Our Philosophy of Teaching and Learning:  
Mount Waverley North Primary School's motto is 'Knowledge for Life' and its prime focus is to enable its 
students to achieve success, particularly in numeracy and literacy, develop a strong feeling of confidence 
and self-worth and develop skills that enable them to contribute positively to society.  
 
The School interacts positively with all families and believes it should provide an educational environment 
which fosters an active partnership between all members of its Learning Community.   
 
In realising these aspirations for its students, the School aims to:  
- develop motivated, inquiring and independent learners  
- develop self-esteem and confidence  
- foster mutual respect and trust  
 
To facilitate this, we foster and support staff in striving for professional excellence. 
 
Vision Statement 
At Mount Waverley North Primary School we: 
 

 have high expectations and challenge ourselves to reach for aspirational goals; 

 are an inclusive learning environment. Our students, families, staff and the wider community commit 
to positive relationships to achieve social-emotional wellbeing and academic success;  

 cater for the needs of our community by providing engaging curriculum and innovative practices; 

 nurture curiosity and inquiring minds by providing rich learning experiences; 

 are courageous, resourceful learners who are self-aware and empathetic. 
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Values 
 
At Mount Waverley North Primary School we promote a learning environment that engages all students, 

families and staff in working together as a learning community. The values included within the Tribes 

Process are important in achieving this: 

Mutual Respect- Having regard for yourself, others and their property 

Attentive Listening- Listening to ideas, opinions and feeling of others and responding appropriately 

Appreciations/No Put Downs- Positive regard and recognition of others 

Participation/The Right to Pass- Safe and supportive environment where everyone has the opportunity to 

contribute 

Personal Best- Always striving to achieve your full potential 

Year 6 Graduate Profile 

At Mount Waverley North Primary School, by the end of Year 6, we expect students to: 

 Be accomplished critical thinkers, able to analyse, evaluate, hypothesise, apply a range of 

strategies and develop solutions in response to different problems and challenges 

 As a minimum, achieve the national benchmark in all areas of Literacy and Numeracy 

 Have developed sound scientific skills with a heightened sense of curiosity and the capacity to 

collate, sort, summarise findings, analyse and report on results, graphically represent results and 

create a hypothesis 

 Have mastered fundamental motor skills enabling them to effectively participate in a wide range of 

physical education activities and sports 

 Have mastered the relevant skills in technology which will enable them to effectively transition to 

Year 7 

 Have developed social skills such as the ability to make friends, communicate effectively, be 

resilient, be responsible, be kind, respectful,  listen to others and speak with confidence  

 Have highly developed organisational skills 

 Have developed the ability to analyse, question and investigate 

 Have developed an understanding of how they best learn 

 Have experienced opportunities in a broad range of curriculum and extra-curricular learning to 

develop their skills, knowledge, understanding and sense of self. 

Links to Local Community, Allied Health Professionals and Support Agencies 
Mount Waverley North Primary School works together with local community, allied health professionals and 
numerous external support agencies to improve student engagement and well-being for all students. (See 
reference for examples p24 - 27) 
 

Prevention Programs and Strategies 
At Mount Waverley North Primary School we have a range of programs that actively engage students and 
encourage them to value themselves and others, treating each other with respect. Programs are aimed at 
maximising student motivation, stimulating learning and building their connectedness to school and each 
other. (See reference for examples p24 - 27) 
 
Communication 
The school aims to optimize communication across all sectors of the school community, to build a strong 
sense of belonging and maximise involvement of all parties. Comprehensive information sharing and a 
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range of school experiences enable parents and carers, students and teachers to work collaboratively to 
support the development of the whole child. This includes emotional, cognitive, physical, social and 
behavioural development. (See reference for examples p24 - 27) 
 
Environment 
Mount Waverley North Primary School has a light, open, flexible and stimulating learning environment that 
has been developed to cater for a wide range of student interests and skills and is sensitive to student 
needs. There are procedures and strategies in place to ensure all children are safe and secure within the 
environment. (see reference for examples p24 - 27) 

3.  Rights and Responsibilities 

3.1 Guiding Principles 

Schools have a responsibility to provide an educational environment that ensures that all students are 
valued and cared for, feel they are part of the school, and can engage effectively in their learning and 
experience success. 

 The school will collaboratively develop and implement a fair and respectful whole-school 
engagement and behaviour management approach; 

 The school’s curriculum will include pro-social values and behaviour to enable students to acquire 
knowledge and skills, value diversity and build a culture of learning, community and engagement; 

 The school will improve student outcomes through promoting active student participation; 

 The school will support families to engage in their child’s learning and build their capacity as active 
learners; 

 The school will establish social, emotional and educational support for vulnerable students and 
monitor and evaluate progress; 

 The school will have processes in place to identify and respond to individual students who require 
additional assistance and support; 

 The school will build strong links with the local community to gain access to an extended network of 
community members, professionals and educators.  

Rights 

Every member of the Mount Waverley North Primary School community has a right to fully participate in an 
educational environment that is safe, caring, supportive and inclusive and built on positive relationships. 
Students have a right to learn in an environment that actively encourages a belief in equality and values 
differences. Everyone deserves to be treated with respect and dignity and enjoy an environment free from 
abuse, bullying (including cyber bullying), harassment, violence, discrimination and intimidation.  

Responsibilities 

Every member of the Mount Waverley North Primary School Community has the responsibility to: 

 Contribute to creating a safe and supportive environment 

 Respect the rights of other people 

 Treat each as equals 

 Value differences. 
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Rights and Responsibilities of Students 

Rights Responsibilities 

Students have a right to: 

• Work and play in a safe, secure 
environment where, without abuse, 
intimidation, bullying (including 
cyber-bullying) or harassment they 
are able to fully develop their 
talents, interests and ambition 

• Participate fully in the school’s 
educational programs 

• Have their differences valued 

 

Students have a responsibility to: 

• Participate fully in the school’s educational 
program and to attend regularly. Students 
should also be expected to display positive 
behaviours that demonstrate respect for 
themselves, their peers, their teachers and 
all other members of the school community 

• Demonstrate respect for the rights of 
others, including the right to learn 

• Contribute to an engaging educational 
experience for themselves and other 
students  

• Gradually take greater responsibility for 
their own learning and participate as 
members of the whole school community. 
This involves developing as individual 
learners who increasingly manage their 
own learning and growth by setting goals 
and managing resources to achieve these 
goals 

• Display positive behaviours that 
demonstrate respect for themselves, their 
peers, their teachers and all other members 
of the school community 

• Speak politely and respectfully to students, 
teachers and others  

• Treat other students with mutual respect 

• Speak up if they are being abused, bullied 
or harassed 

• Speak out if they see someone else being 
abused, bullied or harassed 

• Respect the school’s and someone else’s 
property. 
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Rights and Responsibilities of Parents/Carers 

Rights Responsibilities 

Parents/carers have a right to expect 

that their children will be educated in a 

safe, secure environment in which 

care, courtesy and respect for the 

rights of others are encouraged. 

Parents/carers have the right to have 

open and respectful communication 

with the school regarding their child’s 

learning and wellbeing. 

Parents/carers have a responsibility to: 

• Promote positive educational outcomes for 
their children by taking an active interest in their 
child’s educational progress and by modelling 
and reinforcing positive behaviours 

• Ensure their child’s regular attendance 

• Engage in constructive communication with 
school staff regarding their child’s learning 

• Support the school in maintaining a safe 
and respectful learning environment for all 
students 

• Speak out if their child or someone else is 
being abused, bullied or harassed 

• Engage in positive dialogue with all 
members of the school community, treating 
others with respect and dignity 

• Value the differences of all community 
members 

• Actively support all school policies and 
protocols. 
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Rights and Responsibilities of School Staff 

Rights Responsibilities 

Staff have a right to: 

• Expect that they will be able to 
teach in an orderly and cooperative 
environment  

• Be informed, within Privacy 
requirements,  about matters 
relating to students that will affect 
the teaching and learning program 
for that student. 

 

Staff have a responsibility to: 

• Demonstrate care, concern and 
compassion 

• Fairly, reasonably and consistently, 
implement the engagement, wellbeing and 
inclusion policy 

• Know how students learn and how to 
teach them effectively 

• Know the content they teach 

• Know their students 

• Plan and assess for effective learning 

• Create and maintain safe and 
challenging learning environments 

• Speak out and respond if someone else is 
being abused, bullied or harassed 

• Use a range of teaching strategies and 
resources to engage students in effective 
learning 

• Engage in positive dialogue with all 
members of the school community, treating 
others with respect and dignity 

• Fairly, reasonably and consistently 
implement the Student Engagement, 
Wellbeing and Inclusion Policy and Child 
Safe Code of Conduct, Processes and 
Procedures. 
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3.2 Equal Opportunity 

The Equal Opportunity Act 1995 sets out the types or grounds of discrimination that are unlawful and aims 

to promote community recognition and acceptance of the equality of men and women, and the equality of 

people of all races, regardless of their religious or political convictions, their impairments or their age. 

Under the act it is unlawful to discriminate against a person on the basis of the following attributes: 

 age 

 breastfeeding 

 gender identity 

 impairment 

 industrial activity 

 lawful sexual activity 

 marital status 

 medical conditions i.e. epilepsy (refer to our Anaphylaxis, Asthma policies) 

 parental status or status as carer 

 physical features 

 political belief or activity 

 pregnancy 

 race 

 religious belief or activity 

 sex 

 sexual orientation 

 personal association (with a person who is identified by reference to any of the above attributes). 
 

3.3 The Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006 

The Charter sets out a list of 20 rights that reflect the following four basic principles: 

 Freedom 

 Respect 

 Equality 

 Dignity 

  
The charter outlines a vision of human rights for all Victorians. The charter affirms that all people are born 

free and equal in dignity and rights. While the charter demands equality for all, it also emphasises the value 

of difference. The charter requires public authorities, including government schools and their employees, to 

act compatibly with human rights and to consider human rights when making decisions and delivering 

services. 

 The right not to be discriminated against  

 The right to privacy and reputation 

 The right to freedom of thought, conscience, religion and belief 

 Cultural Rights 
 

It is important to understand that with human rights comes a responsibility to respect other human rights.  

All DE&T employees must act compatibly with the Charter and give proper consideration to human rights 

when making decisions.  
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Everyone should: 

 Encourage compliance with the Charter 

 Support others to act compatibly with the Charter, and 

 Respect and promote human rights 

Part of the monitoring of Human Rights will be to complete the Charter Compliance Checklist on the School 

Compliance web site. 

3.4 Students with Disabilities 

The Disability Standards for Education 2005 clarify and make more explicit the obligations on schools and 

the rights of students under the Disability Discrimination Act 1992. The standards cover enrolment, 

participation, curriculum development, student support services, and harassment and victimisation. 

An education provider must make ‘reasonable adjustments’ to accommodate a student with a disability. An 

adjustment is a measure or action taken to assist a student with disability to participate in education and 

training on the same basis as other students. An adjustment is reasonable if it does this while taking into 

account the student’s learning needs and balancing the interests of all parties affected, including those of 

the student with the disability, the education provider, staff and other students. 

In determining whether an adjustment is reasonable, an education provider should take into account 

information about: 

 the nature of the student’s disability 

 his or her preferred adjustment 

 any adjustments that have been provided previously 

 any recommended or alternative adjustments. 

This information might come from the student, an associate of the student, independent experts, or a 

combination of these people. 

An education provider should ensure that the student, or an associate of the student, has timely information 

about the processes for determining whether the proposed adjustment would cause unjustifiable hardship 

to the provider.  The provider should also ensure that these processes maintain the dignity, respect, privacy 

and confidentiality of the student and the associates of the student, consistent with the rights of the rest of 

the community. 

The provider may consider all likely costs and benefits, both direct and indirect, for the provider, the student 

and any associates of the student, and any other persons in the learning or wider community, including: 

 costs associated with additional staffing, providing special resources or modifying the curriculum 

 costs resulting from the student’s participation in the learning environment, including any adverse 
impact on learning and social outcomes for the student, other students and teachers 

 benefits of the student’s participation in the learning environment, including positive learning and 
social outcomes for the student, other students and teachers, and 

 any financial incentives, such as subsidies or grants, available to the provider if the student 
participates 

The DDA and the Education Standards do not require changes to be made if this would impose 

unjustifiable hardship to a person or organisation. (reference MWNPS Integration Policy) 
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3.5 Abuse, Neglect, Bullying and Harassment 

Mount Waverley North Primary School has a NO tolerance policy to abuse, neglect, bullying and 

harassment.  

Rationale 

Mount Waverley North Primary School believes all children and adults should be treated with respect and 

the school should provide a safe and caring environment for all members of its community. In order to 

achieve this, it is recognised that each school community member, both student and adult, owns their own 

behaviour and by adopting a whole school approach we will deliver a message that abuse, neglect, bullying 

and harassment behaviour is not tolerated. 

Aims 

 To promote positive and responsible behaviour 

 To develop a safe and happy environment 

 To encourage an awareness of the consequences of abuse, bullying and harassment behaviour 

 To empower victims 

 To reduce the incidence of abuse, neglect, bullying and harassment behaviour 

 To inform children and adults about abuse, neglect, bullying and harassment behaviour 
 

Definitions 
 

Child Abuse: 

 any act committed against a child involving a sexual offence or an offence under section 
49B(2) of the Crimes Act 1958 (grooming) and 

 the infliction, on a child of physical violence or serious emotional or psychological harm 

 serious neglect of a child 
 

Harassment:   

 any verbal, physical or sexual conduct (including gestures) which is uninvited, unwelcome or 
offensive to a person 

 usually directed at a person because of their gender, race, creed or abilities. It can be subtle or 
explicit  

 

Subtle:   

They include:  

 offensive staring and leering  

 unwanted comments about physical appearance and sexual preference  

 racist or crude comments or jokes 

 ridicule, insults or put downs  

 questions about another’s sexuality 

 persistent comments about a person’s private life or family  

 physical contact e.g. purposely brushing up against another’s body  

 offensive name calling  
 

Explicit:   

They include:  

 grabbing, aggressive hitting, pinching and shoving etc.  
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 unwelcome patting, touching, embracing  

 repeated requests for ‘in school time’ or ‘out of school hours’ ‘get-togethers’, especially after refusal  

 offensive gestures, jokes, comments, letters, phone calls or any multi-media  

 sexual and/or racially or culturally offensive or provocative remarks  

 displays of sexually graphic material– pornography  

 requests for sexual contact  

 sexual or grooming offences 

 neglect, mistreatment or deprivation of care, food, clothing or shelter 
 

Extreme forms of sexual harassment or abuse will lead to criminal prosecution.  

Bullying:  

 involves a desire to hurt another and an abuse of power. The action is unjustified 

 is the repeated harm, either emotional or physical, by one person or a group of people 

 is when an individual, or a group of people deliberately hurt another person, their property, 
reputation or social acceptance on more than one occasion 

 includes the use of electronic media to cause harm or distress 

 incorporates the following examples: using put downs, name calling, teasing, spreading rumours, 
taking things, social exclusion, hitting, kicking, spitting, demanding money, forcing someone to carry 
out actions against their will, making sexually suggestive comments, sending hurtful or inappropriate 
messages or images in print or via multi-media 

 

Bullying is not: 

 mutual conflict, where there is a disagreement or argument between students but there is no 
imbalance of power. Both parties are upset and usually want the situation resolved 

 dislike, students do not have to like everybody. They do have to treat everybody with respect and 
must not cause repeated distress 

 single episodes of meanness or random acts of aggression. A single act does not constitute bullying 
and is more an example of where students need to learn from an error of judgment 

 acts that are directed at many different students. Bullying is repeated over a period of time and 
targets an individual student   

 

Cyberbullying: 

 is a form of bullying which is carried out through an internet service such as email, chat room, 
discussion group, online social networking, instant messaging, social media or web pages 

 includes bullying through mobile phone technologies such as SMS. It may involve text or images 
(photos, drawings) 

 could happen to anyone and the bully can act anonymously if they want  

 can be online by groups of people such as class groups or collective members of an online 
community 

 

Examples of cyberbullying behaviour are: 

 teasing and being made fun of 

 spreading of rumours online 

 sending unwanted messages or images 

 defamation 
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It is important for the school to provide a safe and friendly environment for students and staff and to 

encourage care, courtesy and respect for others. All persons have a legal right to protection from 

harassment under the Commonwealth Sex Discrimination Act and the Victorian Equal Opportunity Act.  

 
 
The effects of abuse, neglect, harassment or bullying can include:  

 poor health, anxiety, depression  

 lower self esteem  

 reduced study performance  

 missed classes, social withdrawal 

 self harm  

 reduced career prospects.  
 
 
If you are abused, harassed or bullied you can: 

 stay cool 

 stand tall and face the person 

 look at them 

 say their name 

 say firmly in a slightly louder voice something like “stop” , “that’s not ok” 

 ignore them 

 walk away 

 talk to a teacher, parent or trusted adult 

 notify the Principal or Assistant Principal. 
 

If you know someone who is being abused, neglected, harassed or bullied: 

 refuse to support the bully or abuser 

 do not watch or laugh at what they do 

 speak to a teacher about it 

 speak to the person who is being abused or bullied and encourage them to do something about it  
and encourage them to tell an adult 

 if it’s a friend being the abuser or bully let them know their behavior is unacceptable. 
 

Bystanders who do nothing to stop abuse or bullying may be contributing to the problem by 
providing an audience for the bully. 

 Be an ‘Up-stander’ 

 Let the abuser or bully know their behaviour is unacceptable and inform a trusted adult.    
 

What we do to prevent abuse, neglect, bullying and harassment at Mount Waverley North Primary 

School 

We employ a number of preventative strategies, including classroom social skills and wellbeing programs, 

activities which encourage the building of positive relationships and valuing difference. In all classrooms we 

actively promote an environment that is safe, supportive and inclusive. 

As a school we are vigilant in identifying and dealing with incidents of abuse, neglect, bullying and 

harassment. As a school community we actively encourage the reporting of abuse, neglect and bullying 

and will speak up, even at risk to ourselves. We handle all reported cases of abuse, neglect, bullying and 

harassment seriously and with sensitivity to all parties involved. 
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Please refer to Appendix 2 MWNPS Child Safe Code of Conduct and Appendix 3 MWNPS Child Safe 
Policy for more detailed explanations of what we do to prevent abuse, neglect, bullying and harassment at 
Mount Waverley North Primary School. 
 

 
Cyber-safety 
All members of the school community are expected to be involved in online spaces and electronic media 
either at home or at school responsibly. This includes:   

 the language you use and the things you say 

 how you treat others 

 respecting people's property (e.g. copyright) 

 visiting appropriate places. 
 

Behaving safely online means: 

 protecting your own privacy and personal information (we used to call it 'stranger danger') 

 selecting appropriate spaces to work and make contributions 

 protecting the privacy of others (this can be sharing personal information or images) 

 being proactive in letting someone know if there is something is 'not quite right'. At home this would 
be a parent or carer, at school a teacher 

 Abiding by the Mount Waverley North Primary School Digital Technology and Internet Acceptable 
Usage Agreement and School Policies 

 abiding by the same guidelines of how we treat each other as we do ‘off line.’ 
 
(Additional references e-Smart Policy, ICT Agreement MWNPS School brochure – ‘Our School Says No to 
Bullying’) 

Prevention 
To ensure that structures within the school promote a supportive whole school approach, there is a 

significant range of programs, activities and strategies implemented. (See reference ‘Programs, Activities 

and Strategies’ p25 - 27) 

To ensure supervision of students is effective the school will: 

 provide lunchtime activity groups such as Choir, Environment Club and Craft Club and includes user pay 
groups such as Instrumental Music. 

 make available a range of sports equipment 

 ensure students are not in rooms or corridors during breaks unless with an adult 

 monitor areas of grounds that are identified as trouble spots for inappropriate behaviours 

 encourage vulnerable students to play with peers and where they can be seen 
 

To ensure that positive relationships are encouraged between students and adults: 

 provide class activities that develop social skills 

 address understanding and knowledge of abuse, bullying and harassment through the health curriculum 

 provide activities that promote the development of communication skills 

 support and promote values and positive attitudes within the school community 
 

Through the promotion of class and school rules and agreed expectations, the school will inform students 

and their parents of the consequences and course of action for inappropriate behaviours. 
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4. Shared Expectations  
 

Mount Waverley North Primary School shares high expectations for the whole school community.  

The shared school expectations include:  

 development of an environment where all members behave in accordance with the school values, 
rights and responsibilities and code of conduct 

 provision of a physical environment that is vibrant, stimulating, safe and inclusive, where student 
achievement is celebrated  

 promotion of regular attendance 

 inclusive teaching practices 

 accessible educational provision for all students 

 development and provision of appropriate, relevant and challenging curriculum that gives students 
the opportunity to experience success in their learning 

 create a school environment that actively promotes positive relationships and child safety 

 positive and continuous parent/carer partnerships and liaison 

 community partnerships which engage families and the community in ways that support student 
achievement and success 

 provision of appropriate student support services. 

 
5. Engagement Strategies 

To realise our vision, MWNPS has in place a range of strategies to promote engagement, positive 
behaviour and respectful relationships for all students in the school. We recognise that some students, as a 
group or as individuals may need extra social, emotional or educational support to flourish at school, and so 
we will put in place strategies to identify these students and provide them with the support they need.  

The School works collaboratively with students and parents/ carers to establish fair and respectful 
behaviour policies and practices, based on the school’s values, expected social competencies and positive 
peer relationships. There are also intervention strategies in place to address inappropriate behaviours 
which can negatively impact on the learning environment of the self and others. 

The whole-school, group and individual engagement strategies used in our school are outlined in Appendix 
1. 

 
6. Identifying students in need of extra support 
MWNPS will utilise the following strategies to identify students in need of extra support using the following 
strategies: 

 Personal information gathered upon enrolment 

 Attendance data 

 Academic performance, particularly in Literacy and Numeracy assessments  

 Behaviour observed by classroom teachers 

 Student Mapping Tool - GradeXpert 

 Engagement with student families 

 Behaviour Support Plans implemented if necessary 
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7. Behavioural Expectations 

 
Shared behaviour expectations for students, parents/carers and school staff are detailed at Appendix 5. 

 
8. School Actions 
 
Teachers will promote an understanding of rights, responsibilities and shared expectations.  

Students and Parents are asked to agree to shared expectations. 

Teachers recognise, respond to and reinforce positive behaviour and how students act in accordance with 

shared expectations. This may be through verbal recognition, house points, stickers, school, class and 

Principal awards.  

Student engagement, regular attendance and positive behaviours will be supported through relationship 

based whole-school and classroom practices, including: 

 establishing predictable, fair and democratic classrooms and school environments 

 ensuring student participation in the development of classroom and whole school expectations 

 providing personalised learning programs where appropriate for individual students 

 consistently acknowledging all students 

 empowering students by creating multiple opportunities for them to take responsibility and be 
involved in decision-making 

 providing physical environments conducive to positive behaviours and effective engagement in 
learning 

 providing programs that support transitions and pathways through their schooling. 

 

Broader support strategies will include: 

 involving and supporting the Parents/Carers 

 involving the Student Wellbeing Coordinator, Year Level Coordinators, School Leadership 

 tutoring/peer tutoring 

 mentoring and/or counselling 

 convening Student Support Group meetings – the Student Support Group is an important 
component of the staged response for students facing difficulty with engagement, attendance or 
behaviour 

 developing individualised and flexible learning, behaviour or attendance plans 

 providing broader educational programs, for example personalised learning, adaptations and flexible 
learning options, camps/outdoor education/creative arts 

 involving community support agencies. 
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9. Responding to Challenging Behaviour 

Consequences 

Inappropriate behaviours, including irregular attendance, will be responded to through a staged response, 

including: 

 understanding the student’s background and needs 

 ensuring a clear understanding of expectations by students, parents and teachers 

 providing consistent school and classroom environments 

 scaffolding the student’s learning program. 
 

We will encourage students to employ a problem solving approach to resolving issues and to acknowledge 

the consequences of their actions, take responsibility for their behaviour and to articulate how they could 

behave differently next time. This will be the approach through different stages of intervention. 

Teachers have a planned response when dealing with behaviour. There are a range of consequences for 

inappropriate behaviour, which increase in severity according to the magnitude and frequency of 

misbehaviour. All discipline procedures are to be applied calmly, non-punitively and consistently with all 

students in accordance with “the consequences of breaches of school rules” as outlined below.   

If shared understandings are breached all consequences are to be logical to the shared agreement broken. 

At the discretion of the teacher a student may receive a verbal reminder, be temporarily separated from 

peers, have privileges withdrawn, be temporarily removed from the classroom and placed in the care of the 

Level Leader, Assistant Principal or Principal. 

Where a student acts in breach of the behaviour standards of our school community, we will institute a 
staged response, as outlined in the Department of Education and Training Student Engagement and 
Inclusion Guidance (see Reference section of this policy). 

 

The school is committed to the use of Restorative Practices with students.  

Restorative Practices: 

 are underpinned by student learning and facilitate an environment of safety, trust and 
connectedness (Bond et al. 2001, Fuller 1999) 

 promote awareness of others, responsibility and empathy (Hopkins 2002) 

 involve direct and voluntary participation of those affected by misconduct in its resolution 
(Braithwaite 2001b) 

 promote relationship management rather than behaviour management (Cameron & Thorsborne 
2001) 

 separate the deed from the doer (Marshall et al. 2002) 

 are systematic, not situational (Armstrong 2004) 

 are concerned with establishing or re-establishing social equality in relationships; that is, 
relationships in which each person’s rights to equal dignity, concern and respect are satisfied 
(Morrison 2002). 
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If shared understandings are breached in the playground, at the discretion of the yard duty teacher, the 

student may be  

 verbally reminded of appropriate playground behavior 

 be temporarily removed to sit on a designated seat 

 be required to accompany the yard duty teacher 

 removed from the playground. 

For persistent breaches of shared understandings or more serious breaches the following procedures may 

be implemented: (see Appendix 5, 6, 7, 8, 8, 9, 10, 11) 

Reflection Sheet 

Students may be required to complete a Reflection Sheet. The school will keep written records of students 

who receive Reflection Sheets. The student will be required to take home the completed Reflection Sheet 

notice which will: 

 inform parents of their child’s unacceptable behaviour which has occurred within or outside the 
classroom 

 record their child’s unacceptable behavior, the expected behaviour in keeping with the shared 
expectations (school rules and values) and the consequences for their behaviour. 

 require the parent/ carer’s signature and comments if appropriate, to acknowledge understanding of 
the matter.  (see Appendix 9) 

 

Support Group 

Convening of a support group consisting of Principal/Assistant Principal, teacher, parent/carer and if 

appropriate the student may be required to establish appropriate strategies, preventative action and a 

positive behaviour support plan to support the student, teacher/s and their family.  

Suspension and Expulsion 

In the event of persistent challenging, disruptive and/or extreme behavior or behavior endangering self or 

others, the school may be required to suspend or expel a student.  

The school will adhere to the DET guidelines and procedures effective from March 1 2014, outlined in 

‘Student Engagement and Inclusion Guidance’ (‘The Guidance’). The school will follow the staged 

response. 

A student may only be excluded from school in situations where all other measures have been 

implemented without success or where an immediate suspension is the only appropriate course of action in 

response to the student’s behaviour. (see DET The Guidance and Ministerial Order 625 accessed online) 
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Discipline 

Disciplinary measures may be used as part of a staged response to challenging behaviour in combination 
with other engagement and support strategies to address the range of factors that may have contributed to 
the student's behaviour.  

Disciplinary measures that may be applied include: 

 Restorative Approach (eg repairing damage caused) 

 Withdrawal of privileges 

 Suspension (in-school and out of school) 

 Expulsion 

 

Discipline will be applied in a way that is proportionate to the behaviour and upholds procedural fairness.  ( 
see Appendix 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11) 

Corporal Punishment is prohibited in all Victorian schools. Corporal punishment must NOT be used 

at the School under any circumstances. 

Suspension and expulsion are measures of last resort and may only be applied when the grounds for 
suspension and expulsion set out in the Engagement and Inclusion Guidance have been met. 

Suspension and expulsion can only be approved by the Principal and our school will follow the processes 
for applying these disciplinary measures set out in the Student Engagement and Inclusion Guidance. 
Information on grounds and processes for suspension and expulsion that our school will follow are 
available here: http://www.education.vic.gov.au/school/principals/participation/Pages/discipline.aspx 

 
9. Engaging With Families 
The School values parent/carer input into its operations and curriculum offerings and seeks feedback 
through the Parent Opinion survey, focus groups, parent representatives on School Council and other 
surveys. The School Council provides financial assistance and encouragement to the Parents’ Association 
in our efforts to build a sense of community. 

The school will support families to engage in their child’s learning and build their capacity as active 
learners. It provides an environment that welcomes all parents/carers and is responsive to them as partners 
in learning.  

The school will create successful partnerships with parents/carers and families by: 

ensuring all parents/carers are aware of the school’s Student Engagement Policy 

conducting effective school-to-home and home-to-school communications 

providing volunteer opportunities to enable parents/carers and students to contribute 

involving families with homework and other curriculum-related activities  

involving families as participants in school decision-making 

coordinating resources and services from the community for families, students and the school 

involving families in Student Support Groups 

 

Parents responsibilities for supporting their child’s attendance and engagement are outlined at Appendix 3. 
Furthermore, parents are expected to act in a respectful manner when dealing with our school. More detail 
on parent responsibilities and consequences for inappropriate behaviour are outlined in our Statement of 
Values. 

 
 

http://www.education.vic.gov.au/school/principals/participation/Pages/discipline.aspx
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10. Evaluation 
 
Data collection and analysis 

Data will be collected regarding frequency and types of wellbeing issues, so as to measure the success or 
otherwise of school-based strategies and approaches.   

Some of sources of data used are: 

 the Attitudes to School Survey data 

 school level report data 

 parent survey data 

 data from case management work with students 

 data extracted from software such as CASES21 or SOCS 

 GradeXpert data 

 

Review of this Policy 

This policy will be reviewed annually or more often if necessary due to changes in regulations or 
circumstances. 

 

11. Appendices and Related Policies  
 

Appendix 1: Student Engagement Strategies 

Appendix 2: Child Safe Code of Conduct 

Appendix 3: MWNPS Child Safe Policy 

Appendix 4: Child Safety Incident Report 

Appendix 5: Shared Behaviour Expectations 

Appendix 6: Staged Response to Behaviour Issues 

Appendix 7: MWNPS Principles and Processes of Restorative Practices 

Appendix 8: MWNPS Restorative Practices – Student Behaviour Management 

Appendix 9: MWNPS Reflection Sheet 

Appendix 10: Process for Responding to Breaches of Behaviour Expectations  

Appendix 11: MWNPS Behaviour Support Plan 

 

This policy is informed by related School Policies as listed in references below and the Department of 
Education and Training Student Engagement and inclusion Guidance available at:- 
http://www.education.vic.gov.au/school/principals/participation/Pages/studentengagementguidance.aspx 

http://www.education.vic.gov.au/school/principals/participation/Pages/studentengagementguidance.aspx
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12. References 

 MWNPS Policies including: Curriculum Policies, Learning and Teaching, Inquiry Learning, ICT, 
eSmart,  Integration, Camping, Student Transition, Student Representative Council, Excursions and 
Incursions, Sunsmart, First Aid. 

 MWNPS Reflection Sheets, Detention Note and Agreed School/Class Learning Protocols 

 MWNPS Restorative Practices and Student Management  

 DET Acceptable use Policy for the Internet, Email and other electronic communications. October 
2001 

 DET The Guidance and Ministerial Order 625, March 2014 

 Victorian Government Child Safe Standards 2016. 

 

13. Mount Waverley North Primary School Whole School Prevention Strategies 

Links to Local Community, Health Professionals and Support Agencies 

 School Focus Youth Services – Monash Waverley and Whitehorse 

 Kids Hope -Church provider 

 SFYS – School Focus Youth Services 

 Parent Helpers Program - Parent involvement in classrooms, working bees, committees 

 Links with Special Schools, Early Intervention settings  

 We refer students to Wavecare, Reach Out for Kids, Monash Family Health services 

 Child First, Anglicare or DHS to support students in need 

 DET SSSO team Speech, Psychologist and Social worker linked to school 

 We refer to a number of paediatricians, private psychologists. Any health professionals involved in 
the care of our students may be invited to participate in Student Support Groups (SSG)  

 Active Out of School Hours Care managed by Camp Australia 
 

Programs, Activities and Strategies 

 Learning to Learn, whole school student wellbeing and transition program 

 All classes develop a shared set of protocols and expectations using TRIBES Agreements and 
supporting statements. 

 Peer Mediation Program  

 Buddy Program Prep - Year 6 students 

 Harmony Day 

 Transition Program from Pre-school into Prep 

 Transition Program for Year 6 to Secondary school 

 EAL – student support 

 School lunchtime or out of hours programs: Choir, Environment Club, Special Religious Instruction, 
sport tournaments, Craft Club 

 Prep parent discussion groups, forums, school readiness facilitated by psychologist 

 Individual support to students and families 

 Range of wellbeing resources e.g. TRIBES Learning Communities, You Can Do It, Bounce Back, M 
Power Girls and Rock and Water. 
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 Year 6 Graduation  

 Life Education 

 Family Life 

 Fire Education 

 “Reved Up” Social Skills program 

 Social skills programs run by school chaplain 

 Play is the Way 

 Whole School Circles 

 Fitness Club 

 Breakfast Club 

 Chinese Club 

 Kimochis 

 Bucket Filling Social skills 

 Tennis lessons offered by Tally Ho Tennis Club and Kenny 

 Soccer Time Kids 

 AusKick 

 Family Life Program  

 Year 5 Leadership Program offered in Term 4 

 Premier’s Reading Challenge 

 Instrumental Music Program 

 Student Awards recognised at assemblies 

 Every student receives welcome letter from their new teacher 

 All classes contain mobile technologies, interactive whiteboards, digital cameras and computers in 
all curriculum areas across all levels 

 Internet Safety and Cyber-bullying Prevention Program for students, teachers, parents and carers 

 A proactive and highly active Junior School Council (JSC), provide for student voice across the 
school and leadership opportunities 

 We have an extensive Leadership Program where students in Year 6 have a leadership role i.e. 
Environment Captains, House captains, Arts Captains 
 

Communication 

 Weekly school assemblies 

 Parent teacher meetings, information nights and Conferencing 

 Student Support Group meetings 

 Parent group  ‘get togethers’ and Parent Classroom Reps 

 School Council and sub committees 

 Community noticeboard,  

 Tiqbiz 

 School newsletters which promote school and local activities to enhance student wellbeing and 
engagement 

 Student Diaries 

 Email communication with parents and staff 

 Parent Morning Teas 

 Parent opinion surveys 

 Student reports 

 Education Week, special open days and nights 

 Special friends and grandparent days 

 Life Education 

 School concerts – Music Nights 

 Parent representatives per class, who coordinate communications, functions and activities 
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 Junior School Council 

 New staff induction 

 Say No To Bullying Brochure 

 Parents and Friends Association 

 Level newsletters 

 Curriculum family evenings 

 Student leadership forums 

 Buddy Program 

 Leadership training with Year 6 

 Website 
 

Environment 

 Playgrounds and oval 

 Shaded areas 

 Play equipment 

 Line marked games on asphalt 

 Basketball courts 

 Seating areas 

 German/Languages room 

 Library 

 Art room 

 Music room 

 School Hall 

 Frog Bog 

 Vegetable patch 

 Fitness Track 
 

Environmental Safety includes:- 

 Visitors sign in book and policy 

 Visitors and staff wear stickers 

 Anaphylaxis Policy  

 Asthma friendly accredited school 

 Sunsmart school and policy 

 Training of all staff Anaphylaxis and Asthma annually 

 Several staff first aid trained 

 OHS trained staff member 

 Staff on duty have medical kits  

 Staff on yard duty wear fluorescent vests 

 CRT folders detailing safety procedures and special needs for students at risk 

 Regular practice of emergency procedures including evacuation and lock downs. 
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DET The Guidance and 

Ministerial Order 625 
http://www.education.vic.gov.au/school/principals/participation/Pages/studentengag

mentguidance.asp 

School Accountability and 

Improvement Framework 

http://www.education.vic.gov.au/management/schoolimprovement/accountability/def

ault.htm  

Effective Schools are 

Engaging Schools 

http://www.eduweb.vic.gov.au/edulibrary/public/stuman/wellbeing/segpolicy.pdf  

Disability Standards for 

Education 

http://www.education.vic.gov.au/healthwellbeing/wellbeing/disability/handbook/legisl

ation.htm  

Safe Schools http://www.education.vic.gov.au/healthwellbeing/safety/bullying/default.htm  

http://www.education.vic.gov.au/healthwellbeing/safety/bullying/cyber/default.htm  

http://www.education.vic.gov.au/management/elearningsupportservices/www/default

.htm  

www.esafety.gov.au 

Charter of Human Rights http://www.education.vic.gov.au/studentlearning/programs/multicultural/tchhrcharter.

htm  

http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/vic/consol_act/cohrara2006433/  

Equal Opportunity Act http://www.det.vic.gov.au/hrweb/divequity/eeo/eeoact.htm  

Education and Training 

Reform Act 2006 

http://www.education.vic.gov.au/about/directions/reviewleg.htm  

Enhancing Online 

Safety for Children Act 

2015 

www.esafety.gov.au 

 

VIT Teacher Code of 

Conduct 

http://www.vit.vic.edu.au/files/documents/1543_Code-of-Conduct-June-

2008.pdf  

 

http://www.education.vic.gov.au/management/schoolimprovement/accountability/default.htm
http://www.education.vic.gov.au/management/schoolimprovement/accountability/default.htm
http://www.eduweb.vic.gov.au/edulibrary/public/stuman/wellbeing/segpolicy.pdf
http://www.education.vic.gov.au/healthwellbeing/wellbeing/disability/handbook/legislation.htm
http://www.education.vic.gov.au/healthwellbeing/wellbeing/disability/handbook/legislation.htm
http://www.education.vic.gov.au/healthwellbeing/safety/bullying/default.htm
http://www.education.vic.gov.au/healthwellbeing/safety/bullying/cyber/default.htm
http://www.education.vic.gov.au/management/elearningsupportservices/www/default.htm
http://www.education.vic.gov.au/management/elearningsupportservices/www/default.htm
http://www.esafety.gov.au/
http://www.education.vic.gov.au/studentlearning/programs/multicultural/tchhrcharter.htm
http://www.education.vic.gov.au/studentlearning/programs/multicultural/tchhrcharter.htm
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/vic/consol_act/cohrara2006433/
http://www.det.vic.gov.au/hrweb/divequity/eeo/eeoact.htm
http://www.education.vic.gov.au/about/directions/reviewleg.htm
http://www.esafety.gov.au/
http://www.vit.vic.edu.au/files/documents/1543_Code-of-Conduct-June-2008.pdf
http://www.vit.vic.edu.au/files/documents/1543_Code-of-Conduct-June-2008.pdf
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Student Engagement Strategies            Appendix 1 

Universal strategies Targeted strategies Individual strategies 

 MWNPS school will deliver a broad curriculum 
which will include a range of specialist 
programs and  extra-curricular activities 

 MWNPS will adopt a range of teaching and 
assessment approaches to effectively respond 
to the diverse learning styles, strengths and 
needs of our students 

 MWNPS will develop behavioural expectations 
for all members of the school community in 
consultation with students, staff and 
parents/carers, and these will be taught to all 
students and shared with their families 

 MWNPS will regularly acknowledge examples 
of positive behaviour and student 
achievement, both informally in classroom 
settings and more formally in events such as 
assemblies and via communications to parents 

 All students will have the opportunity to 
participate in a social and emotional learning 
curriculum program which focuses on the 
school values  

 Students will have the opportunity to contribute 
to and provide feedback on decisions about 
school operations both through the classroom 
program, leadership program, student surveys 
and Junior School Council. 

 All students at risk will be monitored by 
teachers and Leadership. Support will be 
offered to the students and/or their family 
including SSSO, Family Services or other 
agencies 

 Staff will undertake health promotion and 
social skill development in response to needs 
identified by classroom teachers or other 
school staff during the school year 

 Relevant teaching staff will apply a trauma-
informed approach (using Calmer 
Classrooms: A Guide to Working with 
Traumatised Children, and similar resources) 
when working with students who have 
experience trauma.  

 

 

 Strategies to support attendance and 
engagement of individual students include: 

o Meet with the student and their 

parent/carer to talk about how best to help 

the student engage with school 

o Establish a Student Support Group 

o Seek extra resources under the Program 

for Students with Disabilities for eligible 

students 

o Develop a Behaviour Support Plan and/or 

Individual Learning Plan 

o Consider if any environmental changes 

need to be made, for example changing 

the classroom set up 

o Refer to internal support services eg 

Chaplain, Kids Hope or Student Support 

Services  

o Refer to external support services including 

Child First, Local Government Youth 

Services, Community Agencies such as 

Monash Family Health Services 

 

 
 
 

  

http://www.ccyp.vic.gov.au/childsafetycommissioner/publications/orgs_resources.htm#mainContent
http://www.ccyp.vic.gov.au/childsafetycommissioner/publications/orgs_resources.htm#mainContent
http://www.ccyp.vic.gov.au/childsafetycommissioner/publications/orgs_resources.htm#mainContent
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CHILD SAFETY – CODE OF CONDUCT      Appendix 2 

Mount Waverley North Primary School is committed to the safety and wellbeing of our students. Our school community 

recognises the importance of, and a responsibility for, ensuring our school is a safe, supportive and enriching 

environment which respects and fosters the dignity and self-esteem of children and young people, and enables them 

to thrive in their learning and development.   

 

This Code of Conduct aims to protect children and reduce any opportunities for child abuse or harm to occur. It also 

assists in understanding how to avoid or better manage risky behaviours and situations. It is intended to complement 

child protection legislation, Department policy, school policies and procedures and professional standards, codes or 

ethics as these apply to staff and other personnel. 

 

The Principal and school leaders of Mount Waverley North Primary School will support implementation and monitoring 

of the Code of Conduct, and will plan, implement and monitor arrangements to provide inclusive, safe and orderly 

schools and other learning environments. The Principal and school leaders of Mount Waverley North Primary School 

will also provide information and support to enable the Code of Conduct to operate effectively.  

 

All staff, contractors, volunteers and any other member of the school community involved in child-related work are 

required to comply with the Code of Conduct by observing expectations for appropriate behaviour below. The Code of 

Conduct applies in all school situations, including school camps and in the use of digital technology and social media. 

 

Acceptable behaviours 

As staff, volunteers, contractors, and any other member of the school community involved in child-related work 

individually, we are responsible for supporting and promoting the safety of children by: 

 adhering to the school’s child safe policy and act in accordance with all school and DET policies 

 treating students and families in the school community with respect both within the school environment and 

outside the school environment as part of normal social and community activities. 

 listening and responding to the views and concerns of students, particularly if they are telling you that they or 

another child has been abused or that they are worried about their safety/the safety of another child 

 promoting the cultural safety, participation and empowerment of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students  

 promoting the cultural safety, participation and empowerment of students with culturally and/or linguistically 

diverse backgrounds  

 promoting the safety, participation and empowerment of students with a disability 

 reporting any allegations of child abuse or other child safety concerns to the school’s leadership or child safety 

officer (Principal) 

 understanding and complying with all reporting or disclosure obligations (including mandatory reporting) as 

they relate to protecting children from harm or abuse 

 if child abuse is suspected, ensuring as quickly as possible that the student(s) are safe and protected from 

harm  

 disclosing to the Principal immediately where there is a relationship between the staff/community member and 

families within the school  
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 only consuming alcohol in moderation, and in line with the School Policy Advice Guide, at school events.  Staff 

are to be mindful of their duty of care obligations and are to remain professional at all times 

 

Unacceptable behaviours 

As staff, volunteers, contractors, and any other member of the school community involved in child-related work we 

must not: 

 ignore or disregard any concerns, suspicions or disclosures of child abuse 

 develop a relationship with any student that could be seen as favouritism or amount to ‘grooming’ behaviour 

(for example, offering gifts) 

 exhibit behaviours or engage in activities with students which may be interpreted  as abusive and not justified 

by the educational, therapeutic, or service delivery context  

 ignore behaviours by other adults towards students when they appear to be overly familiar or inappropriate 

 discuss content of an intimate nature or use sexual innuendo with students, except where it occurs relevantly 

in the context of parental guidance, delivering the education curriculum or a therapeutic setting  

 treat a child unfavourably because of their disability, age, gender, race, culture, religion, vulnerability, sexuality 

or ethnicity 

 communicate directly with a student through personal or private contact channels (including by social media, 

email, instant messaging, texting, etc) except where that communication is reasonable in all the 

circumstances, related to school work or extra-curricular activities or where there is a safety concern or other 

urgent matter 

 have a social media relationship with parents using a personal account 

 photograph or video a child in a school environment except in accordance with school policy or 

where required for duty of care purposes 

 consume alcohol during instructional time/hours, on school camps or excursions 

 take illicit drugs under any circumstances   

By observing these standards you acknowledge your responsibility to immediately report any breach of this 

code to Mount Waverley North Child Safety Officer – Robyn James / leadership. 

I agree to adhere to this Code of Conduct: 

 

Name: ………………………………............. 

 

Signature: ……………………………………………………                  Date: 

……………………………………........ 
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CHILD SAFE POLICY         Appendix 3 

 

PHILOSOPHY 

Mount Waverley North Primary School is committed to child safety. We want children, staff and volunteers 

to be safe, happy and empowered. We support and respect all children, as well as our staff and volunteers.  

PURPOSE 

This policy is intended to empower children, staff and volunteers who are vital and active participants at 
Mount Waverley North Primary School. We involve them when making decisions, especially about matters 
that directly affect them. We listen to their views and respect what they have to say. 

This policy guides our staff and volunteers on how to behave with children at Mount Waverley North 
Primary School. Training and education is important to ensure that everyone at Mount Waverley North 
Primary School understands that child safety is everyone’s responsibility.   

Our school culture aims for all staff and volunteers (in addition to parents/carers and children) to feel 
confident and comfortable in discussing any allegations of child abuse or child safety concerns.  

Mount Waverley North Primary School has zero tolerance of child abuse, and all allegations and safety 
concerns will be treated very seriously and consistently with our robust policies and procedures. We have 
legal and moral obligations to contact authorities when we are worried about a child’s safety, which we 
follow rigorously.  

We are committed to preventing child abuse and identifying risks early, and removing and reducing these 
risks. Our school has robust recruitment practices for all staff and volunteers. 

 

IMPLEMENTATION 

 The safety and wellbeing of children is our primary concern. The decisions we make when 
recruiting, assessing incidents, and undertaking disciplinary action will always be thorough, 
transparent, and based on evidence. Our staff and volunteers are trained to deal appropriately with 
allegations. 

 We train our staff and volunteers to identify, assess, and minimise risks of child abuse and to detect 
potential signs of child abuse. 

 All of our staff and volunteers must agree to abide by our code of conduct which specifies the 
standards of conduct required when working with children. Staff and volunteers, as well as children 
and their families, are given the opportunity to contribute to the development of the code of conduct. 

 We promote diversity and tolerance at Mount Waverley North Primary School, and people from all 
walks of life and cultural backgrounds are welcome. In particular we: 
promote the cultural safety, participation and empowerment of children from culturally and/or 
linguistically diverse backgrounds, promote the cultural safety, participation and empowerment of 
Aboriginal children and ensure that children with a disability are safe and can participate equally. 

 We also support our staff and volunteers through ongoing supervision to: develop their skills to 
protect children from abuse; and promote the cultural safety of Aboriginal children, the cultural 
safety of children from linguistically and/or diverse backgrounds, and the safety of children with a 
disability.  

 New employees and volunteers will be supervised regularly to ensure they understand our school’s 
commitment to child safety and that everyone has a role to play in protecting children from abuse, 
as well as checking that their behaviour towards children is safe and appropriate (please refer to 
Mount Waverley North Primary School’s code of conduct to understand appropriate behaviour 
further). Any inappropriate behaviour will be reported through appropriate channels, including the 
Department of Health and Human Services and Victoria Police, depending on the severity and 
urgency of the matter. 
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 We take all reasonable steps to employ skilled people to work with children. We develop selection 
criteria and advertisements which clearly demonstrate our commitment to child safety and an 
awareness of our social and legislative responsibilities. Mount Waverley North Primary School 
understands that when recruiting staff and volunteers we have ethical as well as legislative 
obligations. 

 All teachers employed or volunteering are required to have VIT registration.  A copy of their 
registration card is held at the office. 

 All other people working on the school site, including volunteers, are required to hold a Working with 
Children Check and to provide evidence of this Check. Please see the Working with Children Check 
website <www.workingwithchildren.vic.gov.au> for further information  

 We carry out reference checks to ensure that we are recruiting the right people.  

 Mount Waverley North Primary School is committed to regularly training and educating our staff and 

volunteers on child abuse risks. We are committed to the cultural safety of Aboriginal children, the 

cultural safety of children from a culturally and/or linguistically diverse backgrounds, and to providing 

a safe environment for children with a disability. 

 If we believe a child is at immediate risk of abuse, we will contact 000. 

 We record all allegations of abuse and safety concerns using our incident reporting form (Appendix 
4), including investigation updates. All records are securely stored.  

 If an allegation of abuse or a safety concern is raised, we provide updates to children and families 
on progress and any actions we as a school take. 

 All personal information considered or recorded will respect the privacy of the individuals involved, 
whether they be staff, volunteers, parents or children, unless there is a risk to someone’s safety. We 
have safeguards and practices in place to ensure any personal information is protected. Everyone is 
entitled to know how this information is recorded, what will be done with it, and who will have access 
to it. 

 Mount Waverley North Primary School takes our legal responsibilities seriously, including: 
o Failure to disclose: Reporting child sexual abuse is a community-wide responsibility. All adults in 

Victoria who have a reasonable belief that an adult has committed a sexual offence against a 
child under 16 have an obligation to report that information to the police.   

o Failure to protect: People of authority in our organisation will commit an offence if they know of a 
substantial risk of child sexual abuse and have the power or responsibility to reduce or remove 
the risk, but negligently fail to do so.  

o Any personnel who are mandatory reporters must comply with their duties.  

 In Victoria, organisations are required to protect children when a risk is identified (see information 
about failure to protect above). In addition to general occupational health and safety risks, we 
proactively manage risks of abuse to our children. 

 We have risk management strategies in place to identify, assess, and take steps to minimise child 
abuse risks, which include risks posed by physical environments (for example, any doors that can 
lock), and online environments (for example, no staff or volunteer is to have contact with a child in 
organisations on social media). 

 We work to ensure all children, families, staff and volunteers know what to do and who to tell if they 
observe abuse or are a victim, and if they notice inappropriate behaviour.  

 We all have a responsibility to report an allegation of abuse if we have a reasonable belief that an 
incident took place (see information about failure to disclose above). 

 If an adult has a reasonable belief that an incident has occurred then they must report the incident. 
Factors contributing to reasonable belief may be: 

o a child states they or someone they know has been abused (noting that sometimes the child 
may in fact be referring to themselves) 

o behaviour consistent with that of an abuse victim is observed  
o someone else has raised a suspicion of abuse but is unwilling to report it 
o observing suspicious behaviour.  

 This policy will be reviewed every two years and following significant incidents if they occur.  
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Child Safety Incident Report   Appendix 4 

All incident reports must be stored securely.  

Incident details 

Date of incident:  

Time of incident:  

Location of incident:  

Name(s) of child/children 
involved: 

 

Name(s) of staff/volunteer 
involved: 

 

If you believe a child is at immediate risk of abuse phone 000.  

Does the child identify as Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander?  

(Mark with an ‘X’ as applicable) 

No  Yes, Aboriginal  Yes, Torres Strait Islander  

Please categorise the incident 

Physical violence  

Sexual offence  

Serious emotional or psychological abuse  

Serious neglect  

Please describe the incident 

When did it take place?  

 

 

Who was involved?  

What did you see?  
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Other information  

Parent/carer/child use   (to be used if a parent/carer/child is reporting a disclosure) 

Date of incident:  

Time of incident:  

Location of incident:  

Name(s) of child/children 
involved: 

 

Name(s) of staff/volunteer 
involved: 

 

Office use: 

Date incident report received:  

Staff member managing incident:  

Follow-up date:  

Incident ref. number:  

Has the incident been reported? (please provide date and contact name) 

Child Protection  

Police  

Child First  

Another third party (please specify):  

Does the child and/or their family speak English? 

(Mark with an ‘X’ as applicable) 

Yes  No  

 

If not, which language is spoken at home?   …………………………………………………….. 

Incident reporter wishes to remain anonymous? 

(Mark with an ‘X’ as applicable) 

Yes  No  
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Shared Behaviour Expectations            Appendix 5 

 Students Parents/Carers Principals/Teachers & Staff 

Engagement 
(participation in 
the classroom 
and other 
school 
activities) 

Demonstrate: 

 Mutual Respect to ensure a cooperative 
learning environment and model the 
school values 

 readinessf to participate and engage in 
and take full advantage of the  school 
program 

 Personal Best efforts to support their 
learning 

 Appreciation of others and themselves 
to ensure a cooperative learning 
environment and model school values 

 Attentive Listening at all times to 
support and value all members of the 
community and support their learning. 
 

 Promote positive outcomes by valuing 
the importance of education and 
liaising with the school on their child’s 
progress/needs 

 Support their child in their readiness 
for the school day and in the 
provision of a supportive home 
environment  

 Monitor their child’s school 
involvement and progress and 
communicate with the school when 
necessary 

 Are informed and supportive of school  
programs and actively participate in 
school events/parent groups 

 The school will comply with its duty of 
care obligations and have a 
responsibility to provide an 
educational environment that can  
effectively engage all students 

 The school will provide appropriate, 
relevant and challenging curriculum 
that gives students the opportunity to 
have input into their learning and 
experience success  

Attendance All students are expected to: 

 attend and be punctual for all timetabled 
classes every day that the school is 
open to students 

 be prepared to participate fully in lessons 

 bring a note from their parents/carers 
explaining  an absence/lateness 

 

Parents/Carers are expected to: 

 ensure that their child’s enrolment 
details are correct 

 ensure their child attends regularly 

 advise the school as soon as possible 
when a child is absent via Tiqbiz, 
email, telephone call or letter 

 account for all student absences 

 keep family holidays within scheduled 
school holidays  
 
 

 Support their child’s learning during 

In accordance with legislation released 
March 1, 2014 the school will: 

In accordance with DET procedures  the 
school will: 

 Proactively promote regular 
attendance 

 mark rolls  accurately twice daily 

 follow up on any unexplained 
absences promptly and consistently 

 Identify trends via data analysis 
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absences and work with the school  
to reintegrate students after 
prolonged absences 

 Report attendance data in the 
school’s Annual Report 

 Support students whose attendance is 
problematic by developing ‘Return to 
School’ plans and working with 
families to implement individual 
strategies 

Behaviour Students are expected to: 

 model the schools core values of Mutual 
Respect, Attentive Listening, Personal 
Best, Participation/Right to Pass and 
Appreciations/No Put Downs. 

 always treat others with respect 

 respect the rights of others to learn. No 
student has the right to impact on the 
learning of others. 

 respect the property of others 

 never physically or verbally abuse 
others 

 take responsibility for their behaviour 
and its impact on others 

 obey all reasonable requests of staff. 

 comply with the school’s policies and 
work with teachers and parents in 
developing strategies to improve 
outcomes 

 
 

Parents/Carers are expected to : 

 have high expectations of their child’s   
behaviour and an understanding of 
the school behavioural expectations 

 Communicate with the school 
regarding their child’s circumstances 

 Cooperate with the school by 
assisting in the development and 
enforcement of strategies to address 
individual needs 

 
 

 The school will deliver an inclusive 
and comprehensive curriculum which 
promotes positive behaviours and 
emphasises the wellbeing of every 
child  

 

 The school will employ whole school 
and classroom practices to establish 
a climate in which appropriate 
behaviour is the norm for all students 
and focus on the implementation of 
preventative and early intervention 
strategies to deal with attendance 
and behavioural issues 

 

 The school will consistently apply its 
Behaviour Policy through a shared 
collegiate understanding and only 
exclude students in extreme 
circumstances 

 

 The school recognises that for some 
students additional support may be 
needed in the form of staged 
responses and is committed to 
working with families to reintegrate 
students after exclusion 
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Appendix 6 – Staged Response to Behaviour Issues 

 

Incidents  Response by: Actions / Options? Examples of 
practice used  

Support areas 

Minor  

 Minor Disruptions 

 Minor student worries 

 Minor yard incidents 

 Swearing  

 Name calling (not racial) 

 Teasing 

 Out of bounds, running in corridors / 
outdoor deck area 

 Littering  

 

Classroom Teachers 

Yard Duty Teachers 

Specialists 

Integration Staff 

 

 Informal Restorative Enquiry 

 Warning 

 Walk with the teacher 

 Play in another area. 
 

Restorative practices 
Positive rewards 
Support groups 
Outside agencies 
Parents 
School Strategic Plan 
School values 
Class and Level Protocols and 
values 
Guidance Officer 
School staff 
Teams 
Social skills/Values program 
First Aid Support 
Principal 
Assistant Principal 
 

 

Moderate  

 Constant interfering with others’ 
games 

 Teasing - ongoing 

 Dangerous play 

 Throwing sticks and stones 

 Hitting, pushing, kicking. 

 Leaving the school grounds. 

 

Classroom Teachers 

Yard Duty Teachers 

Specialists 

Integration Staff 

 

 Small Impromptu Restorative chat 

 Loss of privileges 

 Walk with teacher 
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Serious  

 Student conflict 

 Staff / student conflict 

 Class issues 

 Rudeness, Swearing at teacher or 
parent 

 Stealing 

 Continual harassment 

 Victimisation / power games and 
prejudice 

 Leaving the school grounds with the 
intention of going home 

 Fighting / physical abuse 

 Vandalism 

 Bullying 

 Endangering people 

 Deliberately disobeying an 
instruction 

 

Classroom Teachers 

Yard Duty Teachers 

Specialists  

 Small and Large problem Solving 
Circle 

 Small and large impromptu 
conference. 

 Removal from Lessons or from the 
yard to office (longer time frame) 

 MWNPS Behaviour Reflection Form 

 

 

Restorative Dialogue: 

To the person who has done the 
harm:- 

 Tell me what happened 

 What were you thinking 
at the time? 

 Who has been affected 
by what you did? 

To the person who has been 
harmed:- 

 How did you feel about 
what happened? 

 What has been the 
hardest thing from you?  

To both:- 

 What needs to be done 
to make things right? 

 Anything else you would 
like to say? 

Principal 

Assistant Principal 

 

 Small and Large problem Solving 
Circle 

 In-school suspension 

 Parental Contact 

 Parent Interview 

 Formal Suspension 

 Re-entry meetings 

Significant: 

 Serious bullying incidents 

 Serious issues involving incidents of 
harm towards any member of the 
school community 

 Cyberbullying 
 

 

Principal 

Assistant Principal 

 Formal Restorative conference 

 In-school suspension 

 Parental Contact 

 Parent Interview 

 Formal Suspension 

 Re-entry meetings 

Other related issues: 

 Uniform issues 

 Jewellery 

 Scarves only to be worn outside 

Classroom Teachers 

Yard Duty Teachers 

Specialists 

Integration Staff 

 Remove jewellery and keep in bag for 
day 

 Note home 
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Appendix 7 

Mount Waverley North Primary School Principles and processes of 

Restorative Practices 

The 3 Principles of a Restorative Fair Process are: 
 Engagement: involving individuals in decisions that affect them by listening to their views and 

genuinely taking their opinions into account 

 Explanation: explaining the reasoning behind a decision to everyone who has been involved or 

who is affected by it 

 Expectation clarity: making sure everyone clearly understands a decision and what is expected of 

them in the future. 

Restorative Approaches in the school setting help develop: 
 A safer, caring environment 

 A greater commitment to take time to listen to one another 

 A reduction in bullying and conflicts 

 A greater awareness of the importance of connectedness to students, the need to belong and feel 

valued by peers and teachers/adults 

 Greater emphasis on responses to inappropriate behaviour that seek to reconnect and not further 

disconnect students 

 Reduction in exclusion 

 Greater confidence in staff to deal with challenging situations 

 Increased belief in students to take responsibility for their choices, and giving them opportunities to 

do so. 

Restorative Chats / Conferences:  - 4 Key Questions 
1. What has happened? 
2. Who was affected? 
3. How can we involve everyone who has been affected in finding a way forward? 

4. How can everyone do things differently in the future? 

Restorative Processes 
 Restorative Enquiry: the starting point involving active non-judgmental listening. Used to help 

reflect on a situation, find ways to move forward. Useful to meet with students 1: 1 before face to 
face/group  meetings 

 Restorative discussion: in a challenging situation, often b/w a more and less powerful student. 
Skills include expressing and listening for feelings and needs, and understanding the way each has 
acted the way they have 

 Mediation: useful when X and Y believe the other person is the cause of the problem. The 
mediator remains impartial and helps both sides consider the problem as a shared one that needs 
a joint solution 

 Victim/Wrong doer mediation: useful when someone acknowledges they have caused harm to 
another and both sides agree to see how the matter can be put right with the help of an impartial 
mediator 

 Circle time: for team building and problem solving, enables a group to get to know each other, 
develop mutual respect, trust and concern 

 Restorative Chats / Conferences; involving those who have acknowledged causing harm , 
meeting with those they have harmed, seeking to understand each other’s perspective and coming 
to mutual agreement to repair the harm as much as possible 

 Family Group Conference: useful when a plan is needed to support a young person or their family 
in making changes. 
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   Appendix 8 

Mount Waverley North Primary School Restorative Practices - Student 

Behaviour Management 

 MWNPS is committed to a Restorative Approach to resolving issues and conflict 

 Teachers follow a planned response when dealing with inappropriate behaviour  

 There are a range of consequences for inappropriate behaviour, which increase in severity according to the magnitude 

and frequency of behaviour 

 Student behaviour management is applied calmly, non-punitively and consistently understanding student backgrounds and 

needs and ensuring clear expectations have been provided 

 Students are held accountable to the school and classroom rules and values. 
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Step 8 

Internal/external suspension in consultation with Principal/Assistant Principal in line with DET guidelines 

Step 7 

Immediate withdrawal from classroom or yard when behaviour is endangering self or others. Principal/Assistant Principal notified. 

Step 6 

Behaviour Reflection Sheet completed with classroom teacher- parents 
informed of inappropriate behaviour 

Behaviour Reflection Sheet completed with teacher/level leader -parents 
informed of inappropriate behaviour 

Step 5 

Removed from classroom, 10 minutes in a "buddy" room Removed from play, 10 minutes walking with yard duty teacher 

Step 4 

5 minutes time out in classroom 5 minutes walking with yard duty teacher, no contact with peers 

Step 3 

Verbal warning 

Step 2 

Remind student of shared expectations and realign to Tribes Agreements 

Step 1 

Reengage student with task and learning space. Calmly approach child and assess circumstance 

In the classroom In the playground 
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How we respond to unacceptable behaviour and students who make poor choices.  
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Appendix 9 

Behaviour Plan 

1. Verbal warning 

 

2. Yellow card 

 

3. Red card 

 

Fill out the reflection 

sheet in another room, 

phone call to parents if 

needed 
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Behaviour Management 

Plan 

 

STEP 1 - Verbal Warning 

 

STEP 2 - Name on the board 

 

STEP 3 - First Cross- Isolation for 10 mins in 

classroom/Verbal Reflection  

 

STEP 4 - Second Cross- Sent to another 

classroom/Written Reflection (reflection form 

sent home)  

 

STEP 5 - Third Cross- Phone call to parents / 

Community Service   
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Behaviour Reflection Form 

(completed by teacher in consultation with student) 

Name:                                                                           Date: 

Specific behaviour concerns: (What happened today) 

Tribes Agreements Broken 

 Mutual Respect                                     Participation/Right to pass 

 Attentive Listening                               Appreciations/ No put downs 

 Personal Best                             

Action Taken 
 Removed from the classroom 
 Withdrawn from classroom activities 
 Conference with teacher 
 Conference with Principal/Assistant Principal 
 Other _________________________________ 

Comments: 

 

Teacher Signature:_________________ 

Student Signature:_________________ 

Parent Signature:__________________ 

I wish to make an appointment to speak with the teacher   Yes/No 
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Name: __________________   Date: ___________ 
 

Mount Waverley North Primary School 
Behaviour Reflection Form 

 

What choice did I make? What did I do?             
Write   or Draw 

  

 

 

 

 

What Tribes agreements did you break? 

Mutual Respect Personal Best Attentive Listening 

Appreciation/ No Put 

Downs 

 Participation/ Right To 

Pass 

How did others feel about what I did? 

 

 

 

 

     What different choice could I make next time?   
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Mount Waverley North Primary School 

Behaviour Reflection Form 

 

 

NAME______________________________                                       GRADE________________ 

TEACHER__________________________                                        DATE________________ 

 

1. What did you do? 

 

 

 

 

2. What Tribes agreement did you break? 

 

 

 

 

3. What will you do in the future to avoid this problem? 

 

 

 

Student Signature :______________________      
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Process for Responding to Breaches of Behaviour Expectations       Appendix 10 

 

Rules Classroom & Specialist Teacher 

Responsibility 

School Leadership, Level Leader, Assistant 

Principal, Principal 

Overall behaviour 

 Students must obey all reasonable 
requests of staff 

 Students must always treat others with 
respect 

 Students must respect the rights of others 
to learn. No student has the right to 
impact on the learning of others 

 Students must respect the property of 
others 

 Students must bring correct equipment to 
all classes 

 Students must work to the best of their 
ability 

 

 

 

1. Remain calm 
2. Warn with rights based warning “Your 

behaviour is disturbing others, please 
stop”. 

3. Reassert “I understand and we can 
discuss this later. Right now please… 

4. Give choice “You have a choice. If you 
will not comply you will have to meet with 
me at lunchtime, afterschool etc 

5. Follow through with graded 
consequences: 
a. Move student to another seat / 

isolated area of the classroom or yard 
b. Remove to another classroom or walk 

with yard duty teacher for time out and 
organise for conference after 
class(restorative chat) 

c. Complete Reflection Sheet 
d. Organise conference/restorative chat 

may include Level Leader, Assistant 
Principal and/or Principal. 

Continued misbehaviour warrants: 

a. Incident Report to Level Leader/ Assistant 
Principal and/or Principal 

b. Contact with parent after consultation with  
Level Leader 

Implement a staged response: 

 Speak with the student prior to actioning 

 Attendance sheet 

 Placement into another class 

 Restorative chat with affected parties 

 Reflection sheet 

 Behaviour Plans – student contract 

 Teacher to inform parent of misbehaviour  

 Parent contact 

 Student support conference 

 In or out of school hours detention 

 In house suspension 

 Recommendation to externally suspend 
and referral to AP 

 Suspension – referral to Principal 

 Expulsion – referral to Principal 
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Attendance and punctuality 

 Students must be on time to all classes 

 Students who are late to school must 
report to the general office to get a late 
pass 

 Students who leave school early must 
provide information for early departure 
and be signed out at the office by 
parent/guardian 

 Parents of students absent from school 
must ensure reasons for the absence 
have been communicated with the school 

 Notification from home (ie: signed note or 
medical certificate) must accompany all 
absences  

 Students must not leave the school 
grounds without permission 

 

 

 

 

Check late pass. Adjust entry on CASES21 to 

Late  

Speak to student about lateness. Report to Level 

Leader if on-going 

 

 

Report to administration, Assistant Principal and 

Principal. 

 

Speak to student about lateness issues. 

Ongoing lateness: Organise for parent 

conference to resolve issue 

Follow through with parent/guardian 

After three days absence: Inform Student Welfare 

Coordinator.  

Level Leader or Assistant Principal 

Inform Principal class connect with parents to 

support family  

May involve North Eastern Region re 

absenteeism 

Uniform 

 Students should wear  school uniform and 
follow uniform policy guidelines 

 It is compulsory for all students to wear 
appropriate footwear and Sunsmart 
clothing  

 

Check uniform pass. If no pass, inform student 

their name will be given to the Principal Class. 

Report extremes in appearance to Principal 

Class. 

 

Speak to student and/or parent re clothing 
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Abuse and Bullying 

 Students must not abuse, bully, 
intimidate, exclude or harass others. This 
includes any verbal, cyberbullying, 
physical or sexual conduct which is 
uninvited, unwelcome or offensive to a 
person 

 

 

Report to Level Leader/Principal class 

 

 

Contact parents and involve Student Welfare 

Coordinator  

Refer to schools Acceptable Use Agreement 

Use resources from Bullystoppers, “I’ve been 

called a bully” or “Students and Cyberbullying” to 

prompt reflection  

Refer to our school’s Bullying Prevention Policy. 

Consequences may include apology, anti-bullying 

contract, student task related to anti 

bullying/cyber bullying, presentation of task to 

year level, referral to intervention program and/or 

counselling 

Some cases may warrant immediate suspension. 

This decision must be made by the Principal 

 Student removed from classroom and parent 

contacted to collect students. Following 

procedure in Student Engagement and Inclusion 

Guidance re: Immediate suspension 
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Property and security 

 Students are to respect all school 
property 

 Students must not enter staff room, 
offices  unless supervised 

 Students must bin all rubbish 

 Students must not have the following at 
school: liquid paper, chewing gum, sharp 
objects 

 Students must abide by the mobile phone 
policy 

 Students must return borrowed school 
material on time 

 Students must leave school bags in 
storage bay 

 Electronic devices must not be used 
without permission 

 Classrooms must be left neat and tidy 

 Graffiti of any kind will not be tolerated 

 

 

Challenge behaviours around rights and 

responsibilities and impose consequence e.g. 

clean up duties in common room or school 

grounds.  

For repeated offences, refer to Level 

Leader/Principal class 

Confiscate iPod or mobile phone in secure 

cupboard 

Organise for students to remain behind and tidy 

the room or area 

Retain any evidence of graffiti and report to 

Principal Class 

 

Challenge behaviours around rights and 

responsibilities and impose appropriate 

consequences  

 

Parent notified. Student required to repair 

damage. Parent may be required to meet costs if 

external service needed. If extensive and 

persistent issue, organise a parent meeting to 

review behaviour and discuss supports and next 

steps 
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Appendix 11 

Behaviour Support Plan 

Student’s Name:   Date of Plan:  

School:  Mount Waverley North Primary School Class/Year Level:   

Behaviour Type: 

□ Physically Violent/Aggressive Behaviour 
□ Low Confidence Learner 
□ Abstaining/Avoidance 
□ Disruptive Behaviour 
□ Power and Control 
□ Wandering Off 

Primary Concerns 

Describe Concerns Below 

Primary Behaviours 

 Verbal defiance; 

 Strange looks; 

 Random Noise making; 

 Swearing/ swearing aggressively; 

 Argumentative; 

 Loudly voicing opinion; 

 Refusal to comply with requests; 

 Enlisting other students in similar behaviours; 

 Physical intimidation; 

 Signs of anxiousness; 

 Not coping with changes; 

 Talking loudly; 

 Putting others down/Annoying others; 

 Constant chatter; 

 Leaving the classroom without permission; 

 Avoiding work; 

 Pen flicking, tapping, inability to sit still; 

 Making jokes publicly (class clown); 

 Not learning; 

 Tuning out/disengaged/eyes wandering; 

 Finding a partner to interact with; 

 Taking a long time to complete any tasks; 

 Fear of failing; 

 Leaving space to attend the bathroom/wash 
hands; 

 Impulsive/follows thought; 

 Leaving belongings in different places where 
wandering has occurred; 

 Intimidating others by being in their personal 
space 

Secondary Behaviours 

 Throwing/pushing objects, quick push/slap (physical retaliation), intimidating stance and confrontation, 
physically aggressive towards others. 
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Additional Concerns 

Describe Concerns Below (Specific to the individual child) 

 E.g. no ability to self-manage emotions, in particular anger; 

 Will often intimidate others by throwing objects at them or invading their personal space;  

 

Strategies to Diffuse/Avoid Behaviours 

 Encourage self-esteem; 

 Reward/praise positive behaviour or choices that show a decrease in negative behaviour; 

 Consistency with expectations; 

 Offer some time out or time alone to ‘cool down’; 

 Have a designated space that feels safe/ or a place to cool down; 

 Develop a positive relationship with the student; 

 Not publicly checking behaviours (attention seeking behaviours); 

 Provide roles of responsibility to increase self-worth/special jobs of responsibility; 

 Providing challenges in learning to engage student; 

 Allow the student to have a voice; 

 Teachers response to behaviours is non-confrontational; 

 Inform student in advance of routine changes if possible, ensuring they can prepare for changes; 

 Engaging learning programs; 

 Tactile objects/ fiddly toys/blue tac available to hold whilst sitting; 

 Focus on praise of positive and appropriate behaviour; 

 Learning experiences that appeal to interests; 

 Know the child and how they like to receive praise and feedback (e.g. quietly, in front of a crowd, stickers 
etc); 

 Include the student in the development of their behaviour plan so they are very aware of expectations; 

 Walks around the school; 

 Appropriate “wait time” to support processing and an opportunity to turn around behaviour; 

 Ignore inappropriate behaviour that is non-threatening; 

 Pick your battles; 

 Using timers or other motivators to maintain time limits; 

 Self-regulation reminders; 

 Honest conversations rather than “telling off” or “dictatorship”; 

 Visuals of what is needed; 

 Direct/clear instructions (include the child’s name); 

 Reward system for tasks completed within a time frame (dependant on child individual 
needs/circumstances); 

 Positive reinforcement; 

 Check in with them regularly; 

 Break downs tasks into smaller more manageable steps; 

 Traffic light system at table; 

 Time for one on one/small group to build confidence in the learning area; 

 Tasks/goals that achievable to experience/celebrate success; 

 Brain breaks – agreed terms to work towards them; 

 Ensuring they stay with the group when moving from place to place/on excursions/ around the school 
etc; 
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 Short instruction/explicit teaching time; 

 Reinforce protocols/expectations around leaving the room e.g. asking permission, taking a partner; 

 Social story to reinforce the protocols for leaving a space/area; 

 Routine: visual timetable to support anxiety; 

 Keep the student within teacher vision e.g. work at the same table , withdrawal space; 

 Have a “buddy” that they can use to take to the bathroom etc with them; 

 Keep grey lead and other required resources in the same place all the time to increase routine and 
organisation; 

 Draw an image on the whiteboard of what the students table should look like/have on it; 

 Break times; 

 Physical contact e.g. let student lean on the teacher, physical touch, shoulder tap etc; 

  

Agreed Learning Engagements  

Format 

*List of learning engagements that student can 

complete: 

Independently: 

 E.g. Quiet reading; 

 Class activity broken down into smaller parts; 

 Recount writing etc; 

  

 

With Support: 

 Story/recount writing; 

 Reading a book; 

 Engaging in class activity;  

 Quiet maths game using dice or cards to 
add/multiply; 

  

*if applicable please insert a copy of the students 

modified learning program in this section.  

Agreed Diversions 

If  (name of student) becomes disengaged: 

 Offer them a quick partner game; 

 Lap around the oval or walking to get a drink; 

 Put on a music video clip; 

 Card game; 

 Special job of responsibility; 

 Get a friend to ask them to engage in an 
activity (rather than the teacher, sometimes 
they need a different voice that is not 
authoritarian to engage them); 

  

 Simple task to increase confidence or re-engage 
them in learning/group learning; 

 Dark place to hide and rest; 

 Use of iPad or laptop; 

 Drawing/colouring; 

 Maths game with a partner of choice; 
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Agreed Down Time Activities 

Describe Down Time Activities Below (aim to eventually reduce time frame) 

 Maths game; 

 Use of iPad or laptop; 

 Kicking a soccer ball; 

 Playing basketball; 

 Silent reading; 

 Quiet drawing; 

 Alone time; 

 Dark place to hide and rest; 

 Time with the Assistant Principal; 

Reward System 

Describe Reward system below  

(This will be very different for each child, depending on what the child views as a reward, this will often 

need to be negotiated by the child and the teacher together). 

 Partner game; 

 One on one time with the teacher; 

 Stars for completing tasks; 

 Earning a game on an iPad or laptop; 

 A sticker reward; 

 Choosing where they sit for the day; 

 etc 
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Behaviour Support Plan for Managing Behaviour and re-engaging 

the student in learning. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Student contuse to refuse: 

apply agreed diversions 

(strategies taken from 

diversions list above). 

Student refuses: refer to strategies to diffuse/re-engage to create 

steps towards re-engagement.  

Request compliance; learning or engagement, Personal Best, Have-a-

go (positive) mindset. 

Student complies and re-engages in 

learning: give immediate genuine praise  

Closely monitor the student to 

encourage and maintain a positive and 

engaged mindset. 

 

Student complies and re-engages in 

learning: give immediate genuine praise, 

closely monitor the student to 

encourage and maintain a positive and 

engaged mindset. 

 

 

Revisit 

behavioural 

incident and 

align to TRIBES 

values. 

Student behavior 

threatens the safety of 

others: If diversions 

fail, remove all other 

students from learning 

space to ensure their 

safety. Enact Extreme 

Behaviour Safety Plan 

and EMP Lockdown 

*This incident needs to be 

logged on GradeExpert 

and parents of the 

student need to be 

notified.   


